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Challenges

• Collection of anthropometrics and physical assessments by 
field interviewers increasing

• Challenges of producing and maintaining high quality 
physical data
• How to train effectively?
• How to maintain standardization and reliability of 

measurements over time?
• What tools do we provide field supervisors to monitor 

performance?
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Overview

• Training on anthropometrics for the Wisconsin Longitudinal 
Study

• Tools used for monitoring and refresher training
• Lessons learned
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Background of the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study

• Wisconsin Longitudinal Study (WLS) is a panel study of 
10,317 men and women who graduated from Wisconsin 
high schools in 1957

• Data collection by telephone and mail in
• 1975-1977
• 1992-1993
• 2003-2004
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WLS Wave 2010-2012

• In-person interview in respondents’ homes
• Study participants mostly in Wisconsin or the Midwest 

(75%) but otherwise scattered around US
• Field interviewers also located around US
• Interviews audio recorded
• Average completion time: 2.5 hours
• Response rate: 80%
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WLS Wave 2010-2012

• Anthropometric measurements
• Height
• Weight
• Hip circumference
• Waist circumference

• Physical performance assessments
• Peak air flow of lungs
• Hand grip strength
• Sit-to-stand test (a.k.a. chair rise)
• Walking speed
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WLS interviewer field interviewer training

• 60 interviewers trained in Madison, Wisconsin
• Training on anthropometrics consisted of

• Lecture-style overviews
• Several opportunities to practice

• “Stations”: first try, protocols and equipment
• Practice in interviewer pairs
• Practice with senior center volunteers

• Certification
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WLS anthropometrics documentation

• Three sources of documentation on WLS anthropometrics 
that interviewers had access to throughout the field period
• Training manual
• Training video 
• Summarized instructions in the instrument
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WLS interviewing instrument

• CASES used to program the instrument, including the 
anthropometrics module

• Interviewers used laptops to record measurement results
• A separate paper booklet was considered

• Pro: Booklet more mobile than laptop
• Cons: Keeping booklets associated with cases; data 

entry once the booklets sent back to HQ; skip logic
• We decided on laptop entry over a paper booklet
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Monitoring

• Interviewer performance was monitored using audio 
recordings

• Supervisors also monitored cooperation rates (CR) and 
refusal rates (RR) on all measurements
• Rates displayed with in-house case management 

program (Monocle)
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We trained supervisors to listen for certain cues that the measurements were being done correctly. For example, for the weight measurement, interviewers were supposed to ask respondents to empty their pockets before stepping on the scale. If interviewers neglected to ask respondents to do this, supervisors could give them feedback about it.
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This is what the Monocle interface looks like its entirety.Now I’ll zoom in to the upper left corner.
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Monocle is a tool that supervisors could use anytime to see how field interviewers were doing in terms of the cooperation rates and refusal rates on a measure by measure basis. All of these columns are sortable from high to low or vice-versa so you can cluster the high and low rates like you would in Excel to quickly identify the good and poor performers. 
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“intid = interviewer identification number.
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“mc” number of anthropometric modules completed. This number serves as the denominator for the cooperation rates and refusal rates.
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“Hgt (tape) CR” = Cooperation rate for the height measurement using the tape measure, which was the default height measurement“Hgt (self) CR” = Cooperation rate for the height measurement as self-reported by respondents (in the event the R refused or was unable to complete the height measurement by tape measure)“Hgt RR” = Refusal rate for the height measurement
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“Wgt (scale) CR” = Cooperation rate for the weight measurement using a scale, which was the default weight measurement“Wgt (self) CR” = Cooperation rate for the weight measurement as self-reported by respondents (in the event the R refused or was unable to complete the weight measurement on a scale)“Wgt RR” = Refusal rate for the weight measurement
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“Wst CR” = Cooperation rate for the waist circumference measurement “Wst RR” = Refusal rate for the waist circumference measurement



Refresher training

• Refresher trainings on anthropometric protocols took the 
form of exams
• Main virtue of an exam: could be administered remotely, 

interviewers not required to fly back to headquarters
• Goals of the anthropometric refresher training exam

• Force interviewers to reimmerse themselves in the 
documented protocols (manual, video) 

• Identify measurements where interviewers needed more 
individual attention and review
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Refresher training

• The exam was administered online using the UW Survey 
Center’s standard web survey platform

• Online exam consisted of
• Videos of all 8 measurements, each containing 

intentional errors
• Questions to identify the protocol errors in videos

• Demo one exam video (weight)
• Intentional error: Improvised instructions
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This is a screenshot of the video that was played at the conference. It shows the weight measurement exam video.
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Dummy blank slide.  There is a text box with this text, which 
can be deleted.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screenshot of the first exam question after the exam video on the weight measurement. This is one of several questions about the weight measurement video. Each measurement had its own video and several questions.



Refresher training

• Supervisors evaluated exam answers in the online survey 
instrument

• Any interviewer with a single incorrect answer took exam 
again (only questions missed)

• Interviewers who answered incorrectly a second time met 
with supervisors for in-depth reviews
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Conclusions and lessons learned

• Anthropometric module in CASES worked well overall
• Better than a paper booklet would have

• The online refresher exam served as a good diagnostic
• The gold standard is in-person refresher training, but 

online exam was a feasible substitute
• Would implement the exam sooner in the field period and 

more often
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Ideas for next wave

• A daily or weekly e-mail containing an anthropometrics 
protocol tip

• WebEx or GoToMeeting video conferencing to provide 
ongoing training boosters
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